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We report the light-assisted poling of controllable periodic and arbitrarily-shaped domain patterns in lithium
niobate and lithium tantalate via the simultaneous application of a low uniform DC electric-field and
sequence of ultrashort pulses (150-200 fs).

1. Introduction
The lithium niobate (LN) and lithium tantalate (LT) family of crystals are of interest for their large optical
nonlinearity and electro-optic coefficients, and are therefore used in applications such as quasi-phase-matched
(QPM) parametric generation and modulators. Nonlinear interactions are achieved in these materials by periodically
inverting the spontaneous polarization every coherence length in a procedure called electric-field poling. By
applying an electric-field in excess of the coercive field, Ee - 22 kV/mm, switching between the two anti-parallel
domain states can be achieved for photolithographically-defined periods down to several microns. However, shorter
periods are required for applications such as near-ultraviolet generation, backward-propagating parametric
frequency conversion, and electro-optic Bragg gratings.
The application of light provides a further dimension of control for the formation of ferroelectric domains that
may permit the advanced functionality enabled by shorter periods while removing the need for lithographic
processing. All-optical poling using only ultraviolet (UV) nanosecond-pulsed light with a fluence around the
ablation threshold has been shown to form self-organized nano-scale domain patterns on the +z face of lithium
niobatc [I]. Alternatively, light-assisted poling (LAP) is a process whereby a uniform DC electric field biases a
crystal during patterned illumination for the formation of inverted domain structures in the illuminated regions only.
Using this technique, domains have been formed using electric-fields as low as 50% below Ee using continuous
wave (cw) UV light from a mercury lamp [2] and an Ar+ laser [3] illuminating MgO-doped congruently melting
lithium niobate (Mg:CLN). Visible light has also been used to directly-write domains with electric-fields 30% below
Ee in undoped CLN [4], and up to 90% below Ee in Mg:CLN and MgO-doped near-stoichiometric LN (Mg:SLN)
when doped above their optical damage thresholds[5].
In this paper, we describe the poling conditions and results for ultrashort-pulsed UV, visible, and near-infrared
(NIR) light-assisted poling in lithium niobate and lithium tantalate crystals.
2. Procedure
The setup for LAP consisted of a transparent cell holding LN or LT crystals, with uniform water electrodes on either
face. Each crystal first underwent five "dark" electric-field poling cycles (without illumination), inverting and re
inverting a uniform area. This process is observed using a CCD camera, with domain boundaries revealed through
stress-induced birefringence and electro�optic refractive index contrast. The -z face of the crystal was then
illuminated by an ultrashort-pulsed laser system while simultaneously applying a uniform DC electric-field. An
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) supplied pulse durations of 150-200 fs with wavelengths tunable from NIR to
UV regions. The materials investigated include undoped CLN, Mg:CLN doped above the optical damage threshold,
and undoped congruently melting lithium tantalate (CLT). All experiments were conducted at room temperature.
Further details of the setup and procedure are provided in Ref[5].
3. Results
The purpose of these experiments is to investigate the light-induced modification of the poling behavior, in
particular, at the microscopic scale. The dark nucleation field, E""e1(1=0), is defined as the lowest electric-field for
which microscopic domain nucleation is observed in the absence of illumination, and is slightly below the

